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Predator reintroductions are often used as a means of restoring the ecosystem services

that these species can provide. The ecosystem consequences of predator reintroduction

depend on how prey species respond. Yet, to date, we lack a general framework for

predicting these responses. To address this knowledge gap, we modeled the impacts

of predator reintroduction on foragers as a function of predator characteristics (habitat

domain; i.e., area threatened) and prey characteristics (knowledge of alternative habitat

and exploratory tendency). Foraging prey had the capacity to both remember and return

to good habitat and to remember and avoid predators. In general, we found that forager

search time increased and consumption decreased after predator introduction. However,

predator habitat domain played a key role in determining how much prey habitat use

changed following reintroduction, and the forager’s knowledge of alternative habitats and

exploratory inclinations affected what types of habitat shifts occurred. Namely, habitat

shifts and consumption sacrifices by prey were extreme in some cases, particularly

when they were pushed far from their starting locations by broad-domain predators,

whereas informed foragers spent less time searching and displayed smaller reductions to

consumption than their naïve counterparts following predator exposure. More exploratory

foragers exhibited larger habitat shifts, thereby sacrificing consumption but reducing

encounters by relocating to refugia, whereas less exploratory foragers managed risk in

place and consequently suffered increased encounters while consumingmore resources.

By implication, reintroductions of predators with broad habitat domains are especially

likely to impose foraging and movements costs on prey, but forager spatial memory state

can mitigate these effects, as informed foragers can better access alternate habitat and

avoid predators with smaller reductions in consumption.

Keywords: habitat domain, behavioral type, predation, memory, individual-based model

1. INTRODUCTION

Predators are declining globally in both marine (MacNeil et al., 2020) and terrestrial ecosystems
(Ripple et al., 2014). Given the myriad ecosystem services that predators can provide (Estes
et al., 2011), these declines have elevated discussion of actions aimed at bolstering predator
populations (Ritchie et al., 2012), including efforts to reintroduce endangered or threatened species
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(Fritts et al., 1997; Hayward et al., 2007a), supplementing small
relict populations to aid species recovery (Weinberger et al.,
2009), managing problematic species and individuals in human–
animal conflict scenarios (Linnell et al., 1997; Athreya et al.,
2011), and assisted colonization to attempt to prevent extinctions
of species threatened by climate change (Shirey and Lamberti,
2010). Notably, however, predator recovery can have undesirable
or unanticipated consequences for ecosystems, as when predators
prey on or compete with other threatened species (Marshall et al.,
2016), negatively impact prey populations (Hayward et al., 2007b;
DeCesare et al., 2010), or fail to elicit expected patterns of anti-
predator behavior (e.g., because of human shielding Muhly et al.,
2011). Given the variability of predator restoration outcomes for
ecosystems, there is need for studies seeking to illuminate the key
factors that mediate competitor and prey responses to recovering
predator populations (Alston et al., 2019).

When they perceive predation risk, prey individuals
commonly sacrifice food in exchange for the safety afforded by
differential space use (e.g., refuging), apprehension, or group
size (Lima and Dill, 1990; Preisser et al., 2005; Cresswell, 2008;
Say-Sallaz et al., 2019). There is growing recognition, however,
that such anti-predator investment can vary in nature and
intensity as a function of context, or, in other words, properties
of the prey experiencing the danger, the predator imposing
the threat, and/or the setting of the interaction (Wirsing et al.,
2021). For example, prey energetic state (i.e., body condition or
hunger), is known to affect risk-taking behavior by mediating
individual differences in the incentive to protect vs. seek assets
(energy stores) linked to residual reproductive value (McNamara
and Houston, 1986; Lima, 1988; Whitham and Mathis, 2000;
Olsson et al., 2002; Heithaus et al., 2007). Accordingly, studies
exploring these context-dependent drivers of variation in prey
defensive behavior should facilitate more reliable prediction of
predator recovery in particular systems.

Memory is a state variable that has often been considered in
the context of foraging and migratory decision-making (Bracis
and Mueller, 2017; Abrahms et al., 2019; Merkle et al., 2019;
Tsalyuk et al., 2019), as supported by experimental evidence
(Kamil and Roitblat, 1985; Shettleworth, 2001; Stephens et al.,
2007). Animals are known to learn from and subsequently
avoid predator encounters (Huntingford and Wright, 1989;
Wisenden et al., 1994; Griffin et al., 2000; Nomikou et al.,
2003). For example, predator-experiencedmice (Mus domesticus)
changed their foraging behavior in response to signals of
increased predation risk while predator-naïve mice did not,
and those differences in foraging behavior correlated with
survival (Dickman, 1992). Thus, memory of predator threats
as well as memory of alternative foraging locations may
both be components of forager state that influence risk-
taking or aid the forager in managing the food–safety
tradeoff. In support of this hypothesis, Bracis et al. (2018)
showed that spatial memory of food and risk allowed
simulated foragers to reduce predator encounters relative
to their naïve counterparts without concomitantly reducing
consumption, particularly when predators were persistent and
weakly correlated with resources across the modeled landscape.
No study to date, however, has explored how memory shapes

prey habitat use decisions following the restoration of a
predator population.

Memory is particularly challenging to study in an ecological
context because it can neither be measured directly nor
inferred reliably from detailed information on an animal’s past
experiences (Fagan et al., 2013; Van Moorter et al., 2013).
While spatial familiarity has been shown to be an important
driver of resource selection and is suggestive of memory (Wolf
et al., 2009), it has also been demonstrated that an apparent
but non-existent preference for familiarity can arise when
habitat models are incomplete (Van Moorter et al., 2013).
Accordingly, modeling, whereby memory state can be controlled
explicitly, is better suited to generating insight into how this
state variable influences predator–prey interactions. Here, in the
interest of moving beyond population dynamics to how broader
ecosystem properties may be mediated by interactions between
recovering predators and prey (Seddon et al., 2007), we used
individual-based modeling to examine the impacts of predator
recolonization on prey foraging behavior and, in particular, how
memory state with respect to the surrounding landscape shapes
subsequent habitat shifts by prey. Thus we specifically examine
prey who shift their behavior to avoid predators among many
other possible antipredator behaviors (Lima and Dill, 1990).
Concretely, we introduced predators to a simulated landscape
and varied the size of their habitat domain as a measure of
the area they threatened. Habitat domain is specifically the
spatial extent over which individuals move while foraging, in
contrast to home range which can encompass resources to meet
other needs, and can also encompass what available microhabitat
is used (Preisser et al., 2007; Schmitz et al., 2017). Foraging
prey in these simulations differed in their knowledge of the
surrounding landscape and how exploratory they were in the
face of new habitat. We analyzed movements of the foragers
before and after predators were introduced to the landscape to
understand how memory influences changes in the behavioral
dimension of space use and how those changes are reflected
in consumption and time budget. Under the hypothesis that
memory facilitates optimization of the trade-off between food
and safety, we predicted that (1) informed foragers would exhibit
smaller reductions in consumption and spend less time searching
for refuge patches than their naïve counterparts following
predator exposure. For all memory states, we also predicted
that (2) changes to consumption and space use would increase
with predator habitat domain, as greater area threatened should
reduce the availability of nearby anti-predator refugia and thus
necessitate more search time. Finally, we predicted that (3)
exploratory behavior would confer greater plasticity to adapt to
newly introduced predators, particularly by enabling larger-scale
spatial shifts.

2. METHODS

We explored the impact of predator introductions on prey
using an existing modeling framework in which foragers move
around a dynamic resource landscape, learning patterns of
heterogeneity in resources and predator encounters (Bracis
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FIGURE 1 | Landscape used in the simulation showing (A) habitat quality and box bounding locations of introduced predators with x marking the forager’s starting

location, (B) predators with an encounter radius of 5, (C) predators with an encounter radius of 10, and (D) predators with an encounter radius of 20.

et al., 2015, 2018). Foragers continuously consume resources
and switch between a more directed, faster searching behavior
and a more tortuous, slower feeding behavior as a function of
the consumption rate. Note that these predator introductions
could represent reintroductions, recolonizations, or colonization,
whether naturally occurring or assisted. These foraging resources
deplete and regenerate, making it advantageous for the forager
to leave recently depleted locations and return to intrinsically
high-quality locations. Resource memory takes the form of two
different resource streams of information that drive attractive
and repulsive tendencies, respectively (Van Moorter et al.,
2009; Bracis et al., 2015). One stream drives the forager away
from recently visited and depleted areas; the other returns the
individual to high-quality areas that have regenerated. We varied
how the resource memory is initialized at the beginning of the
simulation to compare foragers with complete knowledge of the
landscape to those that must learn their surroundings, and we
also varied exploratory potential (see below).

Predators appear at particular locations, remain for one
quarter of the total simulation time, then disappear according
to a Poisson process for timing and location, thus representing
sit-and-wait predators, sit-and-pursue predators, or actively-
hunting predators with a small home range. Predator locations
are correlated with the forager’s resource quality (Williams
and Flaxman, 2012; Courbin et al., 2014). The forager detects
predators within a given encounter radius, then the forager
moves directly away from the predator. Predator encounter
radius varies to represent predators with different-sized habitat
domains. Encounters are tracked, but there is no death, so that
all simulations have the same length. The predation memory is a
single stream and is a spatially explicit map of predator encounter

locations that decays with time (Bracis et al., 2018). Foragers are
attracted to good quality habitat while at the same time seeking
tominimize predator encounters. The forager selects its direction
probabilistically from a circular distribution which is formed by
integrating tracts radiating outward from its position of its spatial
memory of resource quality discounted by distance, which is then
combined with a circular distribution of predator safety.

2.1. Simulations
We endeavored to use a landscape with realistic variation
in vegetation productivity, but where resources were
heterogeneously distributed in space and clumped (Figure 1A).
That is, the forager starts in higher productivity habitat before
predator introduction and then has the option of remaining
in the higher productivity habitat or switching to previously
unused lower productivity habitat. Predators are introduced into
the highest quality quadrant, matching a common practice of
releasing relocated animals in areas of presumed high quality
habitat (e.g., Smith and Clark, 1994; Halsey et al., 2015). The
distribution of resources is 42% in the northeast quadrant,
20% in the southeast quadrant, 14% in the southwest quadrant,
and 24% in the northwest quadrant. The details of the single
landscape used in the simulation can be found in Appendix A.

Simulations begin with no predation, then predators appear
in the northeast quadrant of the landscape halfway through the
simulation. Within this quadrant, containing the best quality
habitat, predator locations are correlated with landscape quality.
That is, the probability of a predator being at a location is
proportional to that location’s quality relative to the quality in
the quadrant. Different predator encounter radii (i.e., habitat
domains) control how much of the northeast quadrant is
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threatened by predators (Figures 1B–D). This variation in
encounter radii affects whether there are refugia within the
northeast quadrant once it is occupied by predators. Predators
relocate, but rarely (predator duration is half the predator period,
see Table B1), to represent relatively stable territories for the
introduced predators, while still allowing for some shifts.

Foragers vary in their memory initialization, or memory state.
Some foragers start out informed, knowing the spatial pattern
of resource quality for the whole landscape. Other foragers start
out naïve and have a chance to explore the landscape before
predators are introduced. It should be emphasized that “naïve”
refers to the forager being unfamiliar with the surrounding
habitat, not the predator (Sih et al., 2010). That is, it is assumed
that the foragers display effective antipredator behaviors: escape
and memory of encounters. Memory state is set at the beginning
of the simulation by initializing the two-dimensional spatially
explicit slower-decaying attractive resource memory stream, and
the faster-decaying repulsive resource memory stream (Bracis
et al., 2015). In all cases, the repulsive memory stream that
drives foragers away from recently used locations is initialized
to zero. For informed foragers, the attractive resource memory
stream is initialized to the intrinsic resource quality. For naïve
foragers, the attractive resource memory stream is initialized
to unvisited expectation parameter M∗; i.e., how unexplored
habitat is valued. We used three different values for how foragers
could value unexplored habitat: unexploratory (M∗ = 0), less
exploratory (M∗ < mean quality), and highly exploratory (M∗ >

mean quality), with the average habitat quality roughly halfway
between the less and highly exploratory unvisited expectation
parameter. In all cases, it is assumed that the foragers know the
true average consumption rate of the landscape used to switch
between searching and feeding behaviors. Thus, foragers differ
in their knowledge of the landscape outside their starting region
when predators are introduced and how exploratory they are with
new habitat.

Simulations start with the forager located in the center of the
northeast quadrant, the area of highest quality, where predators
are eventually released (Figure 1A). All parameters used in the
simulation are shown in Table B1. Parameters controlling the
resource and predation memories that were not varied are set
based on the results from Bracis et al. (2018) assuming high
survival. We performed 50 replicate simulations for each set
of parameters.

2.2. Metrics
Foragers’ habitat use, consumption, and time budget (i.e.,
division of time between searching and feeding) were tracked
to allow for before–after comparisons of forager behavior with
predator introduction. Foragers’ consumption is a key metric
that provides a measure of the non-consumptive effects of
predation (i.e., food given up for safety). The number of
predator encounters is also important to contextualize resulting
consumption changes after predator introduction and as a
measure of risk. Finally, in order to compare the space use before
and after predators are introduced, trajectories were visually
examined and the utilization distribution was calculated with
kernelUD in the adehabitatHR R package (Calenge, 2006).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Space Use Changes
Space use varied dramatically with memory state, and the
kernel density of space use clearly changed after predators
were introduced across encounter radii for informed foragers
and naïve foragers (Figure 2). How much of the landscape
the naïve foragers explored before predators were introduced
depended on memory state. Namely, unexploratory foragers
remained at the high-quality patches closest to the release site,
while less exploratory foragers exploited the high-quality areas
of the eastern half of the landscape, and highly exploratory
foragers began the simulations using the entire landscape. The
informed forager’s space use most closely resembled that of the
less exploratory forager but was more tightly focused on the
best patches. After predators were introduced, space use changed
across all scenarios as foragers were pushed out of the highest-
quality areas in the northeast section of the landscape.

Unexploratory foragers (Figure 2, row 2) relocated the
least after predator introduction. With the smallest predator

encounter radius, these foragers moved out of the immediate
vicinity of the predators; the utilization distribution for these
foragers closely resembled that for the pre-predator phase as they

exploited gaps between predators, with just the upper portion
of the distribution shifted eastward. As the encounter radius

increased, forager distribution shifted southward but remained in

the northeast quadrant. Finally, with the largest encounter radius,
forager distribution was completely altered, moving into the
southeastern quadrant. Thus, by remaining in the highest-quality

quadrant despite predation risk, unexploratory foragers tended to

maintain high consumption but at the cost of higher encounters.
Less exploratory foragers showed a stronger shift in habitat

use after predator introduction. These foragers (Figure 2, row
3) continued to utilize the better-quality habitat in the gaps
between predators when the encounter radius was small, but
also expanded into patches to the south and west. This pattern
intensified as the predator encounter radius increased, and the
forager shifted to predominately using the patches south and
west of the predators. The highly exploratory forager (Figure 2,
row 4), on the other hand, utilized patches across the landscape
before predators were introduced, and predators served to
move a greater proportion of use to that more distant habitat.
With increasing encounter radius, however, all foragers shifted
from using the margins around the predators to being nearly
completely excluded from most of the northeast quadrant in the
vicinity of the predators.

The space use of informed foragers (Figure 2, row 1) was
most similar to that of less exploratory foragers in how they
relocated in the face of predation. The main difference between
informed and naïve foragers was that the informed forager was
quicker to exploit more distant patches, even when the encounter
radius was small. And while the informed forager also continued
to exploit habitat close to predators, it did so to a lesser extent that
the naïve foragers, especially as the predator encounter radius
became large.

The same patterns can be seen with the full trajectories
(Figures B1, B2). Namely, the unexploratory forager was the
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FIGURE 2 | Space use by foragers quantified by kernel utilization distributions comparing before predators (orange, column 1) to after predators (blue, columns 2–4).

Rows indicate memory state and columns indicate predator encounter radius. Contour lines show 20–90% utilization. Predator center point locations shown with red

x’s (see Figure 1 for radii). Intrinsic habitat quality shown in grayscale.

most constrained with large areas of habitat completely unvisited.
Whereas the space use patterns of the informed and less
exploratory foragers were broadly similar (Figure 2), differences
can be seen between the trajectories with the informed forager
minimally traveling through unproductive habitat but the less
exploratory forager spending more time in unproductive habitat.
Finally, the highly exploratory forager had the most dispersed
space use across the entire landscape. The partitioning of space by
time, with foragers getting pushed out by predators, was clearest
with the large predator encounter radius.

3.2. Consumption Changes
The integration of space use changes can be seen with the changes
in consumption, where predator introductions depressed the
amount consumed relative to the period when predators
were absent in all scenarios (Figure 3). The forager’s memory
state partitioned both the pre-predator and post-predator
consumption amounts, with higher pre-predator consumption
nearly always associated with higher post-predator consumption.
Surprisingly, the naïve unexploratory forager consumed the
most, followed by the informed forager, the naïve less exploratory
forager, and then the naïve highly exploratory forager. Post-
predator consumption was mediated by the predator encounter
radius, with larger radii associated with larger declines in
consumption (Table B3).

In general, higher encounter rates were associated with lower
consumption (per memory state), unlike the food–safety trade-
off frequently observed in Bracis et al. (2018). Within a given
memory state, larger encounter radii led to higher encounters
as more habitat within the most productive quadrant was
threatened (Table B3). Naïve unexploratory foragers experienced

the highest number of encounters with predators, then informed
foragers and naïve less exploratory foragers, followed by naïve
highly exploratory foragers.

3.3. Time Budget and Consumption Rate
Changes
Time spent searching by foragers increased after predators were
introduced, driven by foragers leaving their initial habitat to
avoid predators and searching for new resources (Figure 4A).
This pattern manifested even for informed foragers, which had
knowledge of other resource locations but still had to relocate, but
was more dramatic for naïve foragers that had to initially locate
resources. Overall, increases in search time exhibited the same
rank order as those for decreased consumption. The increase in
time spent searching was also larger with increasing encounter
radius as foragers were more completely displaced from their
previous habitat.

In addition to changes in time budget, foragers’ consumption
rates while feeding declined after predators were introduced
(Figure 4B), implying that foragers shifted to lower quality or
already depleted habitat. Note that while foragers did consume
resources while searching in our simulations, the bulk of
consumption (∼80–90%) occurred while feeding. Declines in
consumption rate were more similar across memory states,
with slightly larger declines with larger encounter radii, though
this was less true for highly exploratory foragers. Thus,
the declines in consumption seen with the introduction of
predators were a function of both foragers needing to spend
more time searching for food as well as selecting lower
quality patches.
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Consumption in the post-predator environment declined in all scenarios compared to the pre-predator environment (i.e., prior to introduction), but was

influenced by memory state and encounter radius. (B) Higher encounters generally also led to decreased consumption in the post-predator environment. Memory

state is indicated by color and encounter radius by symbol.

4. DISCUSSION

Habitat shifts due to changing predation threat have been
observed in a wide variety of both terrestrial and aquatic systems
(Sih, 1980; Heithaus and Dill, 2002; Wirsing et al., 2007; Belovsky
et al., 2011; Dellinger et al., 2019). Yet, previous attempts
to predict ecosystem effects of predator reintroductions have
neglected prey behavior changes (Baker et al., 2017). Here, to
address this information gap, we used individual-based modeling
to understand how both predator and prey traits shape behavioral
outcomes for foraging prey with the addition of predators to
the landscape. Consistent with the non-consumptive effects
predators can exert on prey (Preisser et al., 2005), forager
behavior, as measured by consumption rates, searching time,
and space use, changed after the introduction of predators. The
nature of these changes, however, depended on the interplay
among the memory state of the forager, the spatial domain
threatened by the predator, and the degree to which foragers were
exploratory. Namely, in support of our first prediction, informed
foragers displayed smaller reductions to consumption and spent
less time searching than their naïve counterparts following
predator exposure. Furthermore, consistent with prediction two,
predator habitat domain correlated positively with reductions
to consumption and changes to space use, irrespective of
memory state. Supporting our third prediction, the degree
to which foragers were exploratory shaped their anti-predator
responses, with less exploratory prey managing risk in place and
consequently suffering increased encounters while consuming
more resources, and more exploratory individuals sacrificing

consumption but reducing encounters by relocating to refugia.
Together, these findings highlight how understanding prey
spatial memory and the movement tendencies of both predators
and prey is key to predicting the consequences of predator
recovery for subsequent prey distribution and fitness.

4.1. Memory State Influences Prey
Response to Predator Recovery
Spatial memory has been shown to shape habitat selection
and movements of translocated animals by facilitating location
of high-quality sites (Wolf et al., 2009), and inducing long
dispersals from release sites in search of areas that are similar
to the translocated individual’s natal habitat (Stamps and
Swaisgood, 2007). Here, we varied prey memory state in
terms of their knowledge of alternative foraging locations in
order to explore how it might shape anti-predator responses.
Overall, we found prey with all memory states to spend
more time searching compared to feeding after predator
introduction. Notably, however, changes to consumption differed
markedly as a function of memory state. Namely, reflecting the
advantage of knowing alternate resource locations, informed
foragers exhibited modest increases in search time, and
correspondingly minimal reductions in consumption rates,
after predator introduction relative to most of their naïve
counterparts (but not for naïve unexploratory individuals, see
below). This finding suggests that foragers with knowledge of
habitat beyond the immediate area threatened by introduced
predators might be better adapted to cope with the new
threat. By extension, in group-living species that depend on
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FIGURE 4 | Time budget and consumption rate before and after the

introduction of predators across different values for the encounter radius (top

line x-axis) and for memory state (bottom line x-axis) with lines showing the

standard deviation. (A) Time spent searching as opposed to feeding (a minimal

amount of time was spent in the escape behavior, mean 3–17). (B)

Consumption rate while in the feeding behavior.

decision-making by experienced group members to navigate the
landscape (e.g., elephants, McComb et al., 2011), the loss of
such individuals could affect the vulnerability of the population
to predation danger, human and otherwise, disproportionately.
Conversely, it may also indicate that introduced predators in
this scenario might struggle to find prey. Thus, in accord
with the recommendations of Trainor et al. (2014), predicting
the success of predator translocation programs may be aided
by a functional knowledge of predator–prey interactions that
includes the capacity of the potentially affected prey species to
relocate to alternate and predator-free foraging areas. Although
differentiating between searching and feeding behavior is more
challenging in field situations, this is an active area of research
(e.g., using movement patterns extracted from GPS locations
or accelerometer data; reviewed in Gurarie et al., 2016), thus
permitting measurement of changes in time allocation pre-
and post-predator introduction. Accordingly, we may soon
be in position to test these hypotheses empirically under
field conditions.

4.2. Predator Domain Determines Degree
of Impact on Prey
Our results suggest that the spatial extent of predator threat,
or, in other words, predator habitat domain, influences the
impact of predator risk on forager behavior post-introduction.
An animal’s habitat domain is the part of the available habitat
it uses, with broad-domain species that range throughout much
of the available space (and time) differing from those with
narrow domains that use only some subset of the available space
(and/or time) (Preisser et al., 2007). Applying this paradigm to
our modeling approach, increasing encounter radius removed
potential refugia in the high-quality habitat for prey analogously
to predators switching from a narrow-domain to a broad-
domain (or to the difference between a narrow- and broad-
domain predator in the same system). Not surprisingly, therefore,
predators with large domains induced prey to spend more
time searching for refugia away from the introduction quadrant
and, as a result, to suffer increased penalties to consumption.
Interestingly, when also considering forager memory, our
findings align broadly with the “hunting mode–habitat domain”
concept (Schmitz et al., 2017; Wirsing et al., 2021). Under this
framework, prey with domains that extend beyond those of their
predators should rely on avoidance to minimize encounters,
whereas those whose domains fall within that of a predator are
expected to experience more encounters and utilize defenses
that reduce the likelihood of death given an encounter. In
our modeling scenarios, informed foragers effectively had more
immediate access to a habitat domain that extended beyond
that of the reintroduced predator, and consequently experienced
relatively few predator encounters. By contrast, naïve foragers
were less able to escape the domain of the reintroduced predator,
being ignorant of more distant refugia, and thus encountered
the repatriated predator more frequently. In particular because
of their alignment with theory, our modeling results merit
evaluation under laboratory and field conditions. Further, the
habitat domain concept may also be extended to consider
humans as a potential predator, and thus could fit within the
framework of how humans and wildlife coexistence, that is
the land sparing–land sharing debate (Fischer et al., 2014). For
example, an unexploratory forager combined with a small habitat
domain predator could lead to land sharing, while either more
exploratoriness or a broad habitat domains results in the forager
displacing rather than sharing the land, which would require
land sparing.

We can also consider habitat domain in the context of the
spatial scale of the predator effect. That is, predators with
large domains would be expected to exert a stronger selection
on where the forager locates it home range, which we saw
with larger forager displacements in response to larger domain
predators. Habitat selection and how it gives rise to home
range has been considered in terms of a hierarchical process of
scales, both in space and time. Thus the factor most limiting
fitness would be selected at the largest scale, such as large
scale avoidance of predation risk and fine scale selection of
seasonally available forage (Rettie and Messier, 2000). However,
the processes of habitat selection and home range both emerge
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from individual movements, in particular how foragers exploit
resources through the amount of time spent and the frequency
of visits (Van Moorter et al., 2016). As a consequence of this,
habitat selection at a given scale is driven not only by the most
limiting factor at that scale, but also by which is the most variable
(Van Moorter et al., 2016). Indeed, our results show that the
scale of predator avoidance (i.e., scale of habitat selection: 2nd
vs. 3rd order according to Johnson, 1980) is driven by the scale of
variation in predation risk (i.e., predator habitat domain): a large
habitat domain leads to home range displacement, whereas a
small habitat domain results in smaller shifts in foraging patches.

4.3. Exploratory Tendency Controls Size of
Habitat Shift
Individuals can differ consistently along several behavioral
axes including activity, aggressiveness, exploration–avoidance,
shyness–boldness, and sociability (Réale et al., 2007). These
persistent behavioral differences, or behavioral types, within
populations can have important ecological implications (Sih
et al., 2012), For example, in free-ranging elk (Cervus canadensis)
introduced to a novel environment, dispersal distance and time
varied by individual, with social individuals beingmore sedentary
than solitary conspecifics (Fryxell et al., 2008). Our modeling
results reveal that individual differences in exploratory tendency
can shape prey movements following predator reintroduction
or colonization in ways that influence encounter rates and,
by extension, the probability of predator-inflicted mortality
(Lima and Dill, 1990). Namely, highly exploratory foragers
were minimally affected by degree of predator threat, as they
tended to have the most wide-ranging movements and were
less likely to remain in the initial release location when the
predators were introduced. By contrast, unexploratory foragers
tended to remain in the same area despite the introduction
of predation risk, leading to higher consumption but also
high encounters, a food-safety trade-off also observed in other
contexts (Bracis et al., 2018). When predators were confined
to a small portion of the landscape, this tendency allowed
naïve unexploratory foragers to achieve higher consumption
than even informed foragers. However, when predator search
radii expanded such that informed and exploratory foragers
were pushed out of the high quality and forced to seek new
areas, naïve unexploratory foragers performed poorly from a
fitness perspective, exhibiting both depressed consumption rates
(necessitated by locally searching for refugia) and extremely high
encounters. This pattern may help explain why spatial responses
are not universally observed after predator reintroductions
(Davies et al., 2016). It also highlights the role exploratory
tendency appears to play inmediating how naïve prey individuals
respond to, and are affected by, restored predator populations as a
focus for empirical investigation. Notably, being exploratory may
also help prey to regularly refresh their spatial understanding of
recent resource changes and thus to optimize space use decisions
in the face of predation risk. Here we held resource quality
constant, leaving future work to explore the interplay among
predator introduction, prey memory and exploratory tendency,
and resource dynamics.

4.4. Future Perspectives
Most work on animal movement continues to focus on external
factors rather than underlying processes (Joo et al., 2020). By
contrast, as memory is likely key to understanding patterns
observed in animal foraging (Fagan et al., 2013) and thus an
emerging area of research (e.g., Avgar et al., 2013; Bracis et al.,
2015; Merkle et al., 2017), we utilize a cognitive paradigm
to provide an mechanistic understanding of how animals
make movement decisions. Our current work utilizes a flexible
modeling framework for exploring how memory can modulate a
forager’s response to predator introductions, including individual
differences in exploratory tendency and habitat knowledge.
However, our model utilizes a simple food web comprising
the resource, the prey, and the predator. Extending the model
to include conspecific interactions or additional predators
could provide additional insight, particularly for predator
introductions in ecosystems with more complex community
structure. For example, multiple predators sharing a habitat
domain can reduce the predation risk experienced by the prey, an
important consideration for multi-predator systems (Woodcock
and Heard, 2011). Other conspecifics may limit where a forager
could relocate, particularly for territorial animals (Stamps, 1991;
Potts et al., 2012). Here, we examine habitat changes in response
to predation, but other antipredator behaviors are possible (e.g.,
increased vigilance, counter-attack, herd behavior, etc.). Another
possible model extension would be to consider different predator
hunting modes, such as active hunting vs. ambush/stalking, to
examine how this variability affects forager responses. This could
include allowing predators to relocate dynamically in response
to prey behavior rather than being located solely in response
to the prey’s resource quality as in the current model. Notably,
we differentiated between naïve and informed foragers, but
individuals in both of these categories could also differ with
respect to the scales at which they mentally map both resources
and predation risk. Accordingly, a fruitful avenue for future
simulation work in this area would be to explore how foragers’
behavior for a given memory state is shaped by the scale of
their mental map, before and after predator introduction. Finally,
considering dynamic resources (where their intrinsic quality
changes) would make it possible to situate this work within the
context of environmental change, whether due to habitat loss or
climate change.

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our modeling exercise reveals that predator
introductions can change habitat usage and consumption
rates of foragers to varying degrees that depend on the area
threatened by the predator and thus how critical it is to avoid
encounters. When foragers do shift habitat use in response to
predator introductions, memory state (habitat knowledge) and
exploratory inclination (behavioral type) mediate how foragers
use alternative habitats and experience changes to consumption
rates and predator encounters. Search time increased and
consumption decreased after predator introduction across all
memory states. For foragers with full knowledge of the landscape,
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the increase in search time was relatively modest, reflecting
the advantage of knowing alternate resource locations. Thus,
spatial memory of the surrounding area can mitigate the effect
of introduced predators, as foragers can better access alternate
habitat refugia. Notably, forager naïveté was costly in terms of the
time needed to find refugia, and prey individuals that were both
naïve and unexploratory suffered reduced consumption rates
and high predator encounter rates. Potential changes in foraging
behavior are an important, though often neglected, component
of predator reintroductions, given the far-reaching ecological
consequences of top-predator losses (Estes et al., 2011). While
memory and individual behavioral variation are challenging
to consider in experimental studies of reintroduction (Fagan
et al., 2013), evidence from modeling here suggests that dynamic
interplay among these two factors and key predator traits (habitat
domain) is a critical driver of how forager behavior changes.
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